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Programme outcomes, programme specific outcomes
Programme outcomes, programme specific outcomes and course outcomes for all
programme offered by the institution are stated and displayed on website and
communicated to teachers and students .Program outcomes of B.A.programme are as
follows ----P01.

Students of B.A. programme after completion of B.A. became eligible for all
competitive Examinations.

P02.

After completion of B.A. students can do specialization (ex.M.A, M.phil, Ph.D.) in
particular course /subject of their interest.

P03.

Students of B.A.can enter in politics and contribute in development of nation.

P04. Students of B.A.can appar in all types of examinations.
P05. Students of B.A.contribute mostly for social health.
P06. After completing B.A.students may enter in any field /services based on degree level
qualification.
P07. Apply the knowledge of B.A.programme for solving the problems in personal life, social
life and career.
a) Philosopher:

Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and
responsibilities and norms as a philosopher.

b) Public Administrator: Apply principles of public administration in personal, office, state

and Indian administration.
c) Economist: Apply principles of economics in agricultural economics, economy of

Maharashtra,economy of India, International economy.
d) Home Scientist: Apply principles of Home –Science for personal, Social and career

development and improvement of quality life. Ultimately the development of nation.
e) Library and information Scientist: Apply knowledge of library and information science,

various technologies of computer, e-learning, e-resources and e-services for the
upliftment of personal, social and library and information profession.
f)

History Knowledge: Apply the past history knowledge for the betterment of present
society.

g) Language and Literature: Apply knowledge of Marathi, Hindi and English language and

literature to communicate effectively, write quality reports, make effective presentations,
and design documentation on various activities in personal, social and professional life.

h) Political and Social Worker: Apply the knowledge of political and social Science for the

development of society and nation
P08.

B.A.Graduate and society –B.A.Graduates students by various means they can serve and
contributes their knowledge for the development of society.

P09

Conduct investigation in social sciences and humanities on burning issues: use research
based knowledge and research methods including design and experiments, always and
interpretation of data and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.

Programme outcomes, programme specific outcomes and course outcomes for all
programmes offered by the institution are stated and displayed on website and communicated to
teachers and students. Program outcomes of B.A.programme are as follows ----P01)

Students of B.A. programme after completion of
B.A. became eligible for all competitive examinations.

P02)

After completion of B.A. students can do specialization (ex.M.A, M.phil, Ph.D.) in
particular course /subject of their interest.

P03)

Students of B.A. can enter in politics and contributes in development of nation.

P04) Students of B.A. can appear in all types of examinations.
P05) Students of B.A. contribute mostly for social health.
P06) After completing B.A. students may enter in any field /services based on degree level
qualification.
P07) Apply the knowledge of B.A. programme for solving the problems in personal life, social
life and career.
Language and Literature: Apply knowledge of Marathi, Hindi and English
language and literature to communicate effectively, write quality reports, make effective
presentations, design documentation various activities in personal, social and professional
life.
Political and Social Worker: Apply the knowledge of political and social Science
for the development of society and nation.
B.A. English
PSO
PS02.

1.

Understand the literary genre fiction, Drama, Poetry
Prose.
Understand and appreciate themes, motits, symbolism and characters in the novels
selected from diverse cultural milieu.

PS03.

Understand the genre drama, mainly one Act play its meaning, types, features and
functions.

PS04.

Understand the mechanics of stage performance/acting/theatre direction.

PS05.

Learn grammar items such as antonyms, synonyms, common errors etc.

PS06.

Learn to write short reports, personal business letters and e- mails.

PS07.

Understand language skills such as listening, speaking, reading and writing and
try to use the English language in day to day, practical situations.

PS08.

Understand the literary terms, phrases and newly coined concepts in English
related with the literary theories and criticism.

PS09.

Understand English speech sounds, word accent and intonation.
Course outcome of the course English

C01

Describe the genre ‘Fiction’, motifs, symbolism and characters in the Novels.

C02

Write down the meaning types and features of drama.

C03

Describe the mechanics of stage performance.

C04

Write down antonyms of the given words.

C05

Write down the synonyms of the given words.

C06

Describe various language skills such as listening, speaking, reading and writing.

C07

Write down newly formed concepts in literary theories and criticism.

C08

Describe various literary terms.

C09

Write down personal and Business letters.

C010 Compose E-mails.
C011 Describe English speech sound and intonation pattern.
C012 Write down short reports.
B.A.Philosophy
PS01 Understand nature and scope of applied ethics, role of morality in education, role of
morality in legal profession, and, medical profession.
PS02 Learn nature and scope of political philosophy, concept of right and duty, fundamentals of
human right .Right to privacy, right to work and right of information ,concept of
democracy, Basic principles of Socialism.
PS03 Understand social psychology, nature & scope-physical and social factors in personality,
types of personality concept of character.
PS04 Learn basic concepts of knowledge, importance of logic in human life, concept of Greek
Philosophy, Indian and western philosophers, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Vivekananda,
Rabindranath Tagore, M.Gandhi, and B.R.Ambedkar.

PS05 Understand the importance of yoga in human life, Research Methodology in social
Science, basic methods of social research, History of Indian philosophy-Charwak , Jain,
Boudh Darshan, basic concepts of symbolic logic, Modern philosophical Trends,
Philosophy of Education.

Course outcomes of the course Philosophy –
C01:

Describe role of morality in education, legal and medical profession.

C02:

Discuss on fundamentals of human right.

C03:

Write on physical and social factors in personality and types of personality.

C04:

Discuss on Indian Philosopher Vivekananda, Rabindranath Tagore, Mahatma Gandhi and
Dr.B.R.Ambedkar.

C05:

Write on western philosophers Socrates, Plato and Aristotle.

C06:

Discuss about the importance of yoga in human life.

C07:

Give the history of Indian philosopher charwak, Jain and Boudha.

C08:

Write down nature and scope of applied ethics.

C09:

Write on concept of Democracy and views of Mahatma Gandhi and Dr.B.R.Ambedkar.

C010: Discuss on basic concepet of knowledge and importance of logic in human life.
B.A. Library & Information Science
PS01 Learn the role of library in social, educational and cultural development of society.
PS02 Understand Dr.S. R. Rangnathan and five laws of library science.
PS03 Learn the library Administration process, basics of computer and Information technology,
classification schemes in library, e-learning, e-Resources, e-services, Reference source
and services, professional skills of library, basics of digital technologies in libraries.
PS04 Understand information sources and services, comprehensive study of library system,
cataloguing theory.
Course outcomes of the course Library Science
C01

Describe the role library in social, educational and cultural development of society.

C02

Write down five laws of library classification given by Dr.S.R.Ranganathan.

C03

Discuss on functions of each section in library and library cataloguing.

C04

Write on types of library and library movement in India.

C05

Discuss on important records maintained in the library.

C06

Explain in detail technical processing of documents in library.

CO7

Write in detail about library book classification, nature, functions and types.

C08

Write on various computer operation systems and use of computer in library
administration.

C09

Discuss on e-learning, e-resources and E-services.

C010 Write on information and documentation centers: INFLIBNET, NISSAT and DESIDOC.
C011 Describe digital technology in libraries and various services provided by library.
B.A.Economics

PS01 Learn basic concepts of Economics ideas and theories in Microeconomics, Economy of
Maharashtra, Demographic features of Maharashtra, Agriculture in Maharashtra.
PS02 Understand theory of production, cost and revenue, Market Structure, Theory of
Distribution, Theory of Co-operation.
PS03 Learn Indian Economy , Rural Economics, Agricultural Economics, Mathematical
economics, Industrial economics, International economics, energy economics.
PS04 Understand basic statical Methods of Economy, economic development of growth,
theories of economic development, cashless Economy, Banking –types of bank,
development and environmental economics.
PS05 Learn Indian Economy,Indian economic ideas of kautilya,Mahatma Phule,
Rajshrishahu ,Mahatma Gandhi, B.R.Ambedkar,Yashwantrao Chavan, Amertya Sen,
Shankarrao Chavan.

Course outcomes of the course Economics
C01

Write on demand and supply analysis.

C02

Discuss on economy of Maharashtra.

C03

Describe agricultural economics in India.

C04

Discuss on types of Bank.

C05

Write on theory of production, cost and revenue.

C06

Discuss on theory of Co-operation.

C07

Write on cashless economy.

C08

Discuss on Indian economic ideas of Kautilya, Mahatma Phule & Rajashree Shahu.

C09

Explain the concepts of mathematical, industrial and energy economics.

C010 Discuss on ideas and theories of micro economics.

B.A.Public Administaration

PS01 Learn systematic implementation of laws and policies, theories, principles and its
controlling system through public administration.
PS02 Understand ancient administration in India, Mughal and British administration, Post
independence administration in India.
PS03 Learn Indian parliament ,structure function, Supreme Court of India structure and
function, Union Government and administration, personal Administration Recruitment,
training, Promotion, Retirement.
PS04 Understand State Government and Administration State Legislation, State executive,
State Judiciary, Constitutional and Statutory agencies.
PS05 Learn Office Administration, various problems in office administration, understand
structure and function of various departments of District Administration the Revenue
system, Judiciary system and Police Administration at District level e-Government, etc
PS06 Learn administrative thinkers and theories Kautilya, Fredrick, W.Taylor, Henri Fayol,
Max Weber, Luther Gadlick, Abraham Maslow, Motivation Theory, organization theory
psychological theory, psychological theory, Behavioral theory, Ecological theory, Human
relation Theory .
PS07 Understand rural local Government in Maharashtra, Urban Local Government in
Maharashtra, Major trends and issues in Public Administration, Financial Administration
and Public Policy.

Course outcomes of the course Public Administration

C01

Describe structure and functions of Indian parliament.

C02

Write down motivation theory of Public Administration

C03

Discuss on ancient and post independence administration in India.

C04

Describe state government in terms of state legislations, state executive and State
judiciary.

C05

Explain office administration and various problems in office administration.

C06

Write on administrative thinker Kautilya and Fredrick W.Taylor.

C07

Describe Indian Parliament structure, function and Supreme Court of India.

C08

Write on E-governance in India.

C09

Write on rural and urban local government in Maharashtra.

C010 Describe Personal Administration in terms of Recruitment, Training, Promotion and
Retirement.
B.A.HISTORY
PS01 Learn archeological and literary sources, Stone Age and Indus valley civilization, Vedic
age and Buddhist India.
PS02 Learn Mourya empire, Mughal Empire, Satvhan Dynasty, Gupta and Vakatak Empire,
Vardhan and Chalukya Dynasty, Chol Dynasty, Pallav Dynasty, Rashtrakut, Rajput
Dynasty, Vijaynagaer and Bahamani Empire,Arab and Turkey Invision , Delhi Sultanut ,
Art and Architecture during 648-1526 A-D.
PS03 Learn Social Structures, Status of women, Religion, Education, Art and Architecture upto
647A.D.
PS04 Learn Chattrapati Shivaji , Establishment and expansion of British rule , Social Reform
Movements, Religious reforms in India, History of Modern India, India after
Independence , Partition and Independence, Integration of Princely states, India’s relation
with neighboring countries.
PS05 Learn History of Maharashtra (1818 to 1857), Socio cultural changes, Early Resistance to
colonial rule.
Course outcomes of the course History

C01

Describe social, religious and economical life in Vedic and post Vedic period.

C02

Discuss on History of Mourya Empire/Satvhan Dynasty /Gupta and Vakatak, Vardhan
and Chalukya/Vijay Nagar/ Bahamnni Empire.

C03

Write down the Indian culture in Vedic period /pre Buddhist period /Stone age/Indus
valley civilization.

C04

Discuss on political History of Rastrakut /Chalakya/Yadav of Devgiri – Bhillam
/Satvahan.

C05

Give the history of Arab and Turki Invasioin / History of Delhi sultanut in detail.

C06

Write down history of South India Chalukya, Yadav, Kakatia, Chol Dynasty.

C07

Discribe History of mediaeval India -Mughal Empire-Babar, Akbar, Aurangajeb.

C08

Discuss on History of Maratha-Rise of Maratha power, Chattrapati Shivaji Maharaj,
Sambhaji Maharaj, Maratha war of independence.

C09

Write down History of British India-Establishment, Expansion and consolidation of
British rule.

C010 Discuss on Socio- Religious Reform movements in India –Bramho Samaj , Arya samaj,
Ramkrishna mission, Satyashodhak samaj, Prarthana Samaj, Natiional movement in
Gandhi Era.
C011 Decribe History of Marathwada / History of modern world/ History of modern India
/History of Maharashtra.
B.A.Home Science
PS01 Understand the various stages of family life cycle ,crucial stages of development and
major concepts of human development, exceptional children, Scientific parenthood
behavioral problems of children etc.
PS02 Understand relationship between nutrients and good health, meal planning, balanced diet,
therapeutic diet etc.
PS03 Understand the element and principles of art and its application in everyday life,
variousaccessories used in interior decoration and selection of various equipments,
furniture and furnishing material to be used in homes, structural planning of house etc.
PS04 Learn the basics of textile and laundry works to acquire various skills in textiles such as
knitting embroidery, stiching, textile printing method Tie and Dye , Batique printing
skills care and storage of cloth, methods of washing clothes etc.
PS05 Expansion of Home-Science knowledge among society.

Course outcomes of the course Home-Science

C01

Describe various stages of Human Development.

C02

Write on the therapeutic diet in jaundice.

C03

Discuss on various principles of Arts and its application in everyday life.

C04

Write down the characteristics and interests in middle age.

C05

Describe the various stages of prenatal development.

C06

Write down the structural planning of House.

C07

Discuss on various accessories used in interior decoration.

C08

Write down the Indian traditional textiles.

C09

Explain the textile printing method ‘Batique ’.

C010 Give the classification of carbohydrates.
C011 Give the classification of textile fibers.
B.A.Programme in Hindi

PS01 Learn the concept of Novel, Story, Poetry, Prose, Drama, One act play and learns human
values which are applicable in Human life.
PS02 Understand poet Namdev, Kabir, Rahim, Rohidas, Bihari, Bhushan Bhat, Vidyanivas
Mishra, Acharya, Ramchandra Shukla and awareness of their literature.
PS03 Understand enriched poetry of Maithilisharan Gupta, Jaishankar Prasad, Nagarjuna,
Hariwanshrai Bacchan, Kaifi Azami, Mukti bodh, Kaval Bharti, Adnyay etc.
PS04 Learn Essay Shirish ke Phul by Hazari Prasad Dvivedi,Tumhare samaj ki kshay by Rahul
Sankrutyan , shoksabha by Ravindranath Tyagi, Jwala mukhi per Khilta Suman by
Shriram Parihar.
PS05 Learn development of Hindi language, Mother tongue,
Communication language, Official Language, Atmakatha etc.

National

language,

PS06 Understand modern Hindi literature ,Dalit literature ,women literature , tribal literature,
Hindi grammer, letter writing , pronunciation,
PS07 Learns media writing skills, print media skills,

Course outcomes of the course Hindi

C01

Explain the concept of novel and its Human values.

C02

Discuss on the poet kabir.

C03

Describe the prose writer Balkrishna Bhatt.

C04

Write on modern poetry by Maithilisharn Gupta.

C05

Discribe the Essay Shirish ke Phul by Hazari Prasad Dvivedi.

C06

Discribe the development of Hindi langurage in India.

Co7

Explain the skills in media writing.

C08

Write down women literature in India.

C09

Discuss on drama ‘Bakri ’ and its importance in modern period .

C010 Describe the Novel ‘Muktiparva and its application in human life.
B.A.Marathi
PS01

Understand modern Marathi literature Biograpy : of R.N.Chavan ,M.N.Thoke
,U.D.Phadke ,P.C.Shejwalkar & B.G.Shirke ,Travel description by Anna Bhau sathe ,
Anant Kanekar, R.B.Joshi and Achut Ban.
Poetry: Pan by prakash Narayan Sant, Wanshacha Diva by Anil Avchat, Najarecha
Najrana by-Father Thebrito Harvleya savlya by chandrakumar Nalge.

PS02

Learn Literature of Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj, Dr.Babasaheb Ambedkar,
Anandibai Shirke, Durga Bhagwat, Shriniwas Kulkarni, Madhukar Keche, D.M.Mirasdar
& Jayant Pawar .

PS03

Understand poetry by Sant Namdev, Sant Kanhopatra, Savitribai Phule, Anand
Yadav,Loknath Yashwant, F.M.Shahajinde & Sowmitra.

PS04

Learn professional Marathi –official letter writing skills,News writing, Note
writing ,remark writing , media writing ,News article writing, Anchoring of programme ,
Organizing of programme, advertise writing

PS05

Understand History of medieval Marathi literature, Indian Literature thoughts by
authors. Modern Medias-Radio, Television, News papers.

PS06

Understand Marathi grammer, public literature ,Marathi Public stories ,Marathi
culture, Marathi theaters, Marathi drama stage ,public songs, public art etc.
Course outcomes of the course Marathi

C01

Discuss on biography of B.G.Shirke .

C02

Decribe about the poem Wanshacha Diva a poetry by Anil Avchat.

C03

Write on the literature of Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj.

C04

Discuss on literature of Dr.Babasaheb Ambedkar

C05

Explain poetry by Sant Namdev.

C06

Discuss on types of official letter writing.

C07

Write on programme Anchoring skill.

C08

Describe History of medieval Marathi literature.

C09

Discuss on thoughts of different authors on Indian literature.

C010

Write on various public songs.

C011

Discuss on importance of Marathi grammar in Marathi literature.

C012

Discuss on media writing and news article.

C013

Describe travel description by Anna Bhau Sathe.
B.A. Sociology

PS01 Learn the basic concepts of sociology and acquire scientific knowledge of introductory
sociology, socialization, culture and personality.
PS02 Understand the basic social institution, social integration, social reproduction, and social
continuity, concept of healthy community health, social institutions and its problems,
sociology of Health , Social change and development.
PS03 Learn main features of Indian society , Indian community and changes, social structure
and change, social changes in modern society ,various traditions, customs, myths and
rituals and ethic.
PS04 Understand transformative movements in India, Dalit movement in Maharashtra, Anti
corruption movements in Maharashtra ,social movements.
PS05 Understand rural society ,rural development programmes, social problems in
contemporary India, Human rights and society, sociological thinkers-Auguste compte,
Herbert spencer, Emile Darkheim, karl marx.
PS06 Understand methods of social research, social psychology -leadership, personality social
demography, Indian social thinkers.Techniques of social research, Criminology, Tribal
Society.
Course outcomes of the course sociology:

C01

Write on significance of sociology in human life.

C02

Discuss on major social institutions.

C03

Describe factors of social change.

C04

Describe cast system and castism.

C05

Write down problems of old age: meaning, causes, effects and measures of old age.

C06

Discuss in details about causes , effects and National Health programmes related to
malnutrition.

C07

Discuss on urbanization, industrialization and globalization.

C08

Explain Anti-corruption movement in India.

C09

write on Mahatma Gandhi Tanta Mukti Abhiyan.

C010 Discuss on causes of Gender Discrimination.
C011 Discuss on Child Development Govt-policies.
C012 Explain Necessity of Human Rights.
C013 Write on sociological thinker kart Marx.
C014 Describe the types of Research design.
C015 Write on Indian social thinker Rajashri Shahu Maharaj.
C016 Discuss on Research report writing.

B.A.Political Science
PSO1 Understand theories in political science ,theories of the origin of the state ,social contract
and evolutionary theory, theory of sovereignty.
PSO2 Learn types of Government, federal, parliamentary and presidential, Democracy, Liberty,
equality and justice, politics of Maharashtra, electrol process.
PS03 Understand Indian Constitution, constitutional provisions, union Government Supreme
Court, Election management, election process, Election campaign and method, political
participation.
PSO4 Acquire Knowledge of the basic structure , processes and trends of international politics,
National power, Balance of power, constitutional Authorities-structure and functions,
united kingdom governments of USA and china.
PSO5 Understand international organization and issues : SAARC, ASEAN, DPEC, BRICS,
United Nations objectives ,structure and functions, General Assembly, security council,
challenges before political journalism .
PSO6 Learn western political thinkers-Plato Aristotle , Machiavelli , Karl Marx, Thomas
Hobbes , John Locke, Jean-Jacques Rousseau , John sturat Mill, Indian political thinkers :
Kautilya , Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Lokmanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak , Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi , Mahatma Phule, Dr.Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar , Pandit Jawahar
Lal Nehru , Swami Vivekanand , India’s foreign policy.
B.A.Political Science
PSO1 Understand theories in political science ,theories of the origin of the state ,social contract
and evolutionary theory,theory of sovereighty.

PSO2 Learn types of Government, federal, parliamentary and presidential, Democracy, Liberty,
equality and justice, politics of Maharashtra, electrol process.
PS03 Unerstand Indian Constitution,constitutional provisions,union Government supreme
court,Election management ,election process, Election campaign and method, political
participation.
PSO4 Acquire Knowledge of the basic structure ,processes and trends of international
politics,Natioinal power ,Balance of power, constitutional Authorities –structure and
functions, united kingdom governments of USA and china.
PSO5 Understand international organization and issues : SAARC, ASEAN, DPEC, BRICS,
United Nations objectivies ,structure and functions General Assembly, security council,
challenges before political journalism .
PSO6 Learn western political thinkers –plato Aristotle , Machiavelli , karl marx, Thomas
Hobbes John, Locke, Jean –Jacques Rousseall ,John sturat Mill.Indian political thinkers :
Koutilya , Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Lokmanya Bal Gangadhav Tilak , Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi , Mahatma Phule, Dr.Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar , Pandit Jawahar
Lal Nehru , Swami Vivekanand . Indian foreign policy.
Course outcomes of the course political Science
CO1

Explain definition, meaning, nature, scope and significance of political theory.

CO2

Describe the types of Government.

C03

Write on characteristics and types of Democracy.

CO4

Discuss about power and functions of Governor.

CO5

Write down composition, power and functions of High Court.

CO6

Discuss on composition , power and functions of Gram Panchayat.

CO7

Describe the political parties in Maharashtra and India

CO8

Discuss structure and function of state election commission.

C09

Write down making, sources, preamble and features of Indian Constitution.

CO10 Discuss on composition, powers and functions of Supreme Court.
C011 Write down structure, objectives and functions of SAARC, ASEAN, OPEC & BRICS.
CO12 Write on code of conduct for political Journalist.
CO13 Discuss on western political thinkers Plato and Aristotle.
CO14 Write composition, power and functions of House of commence and House of Lords.
CO15 Discuss on Indian Political thinkers Raja Ram Mohan Roy and Mohandas Karmachand
Gandhi.

CO16 Write on constitution development in United States of America and china.
B.Lib. programme outcomes
Po1

After completion of B.Lib. Students are eligible for various posts related to this subject.

Po2

Can apply for Library assistant, Lab attendant in library, Public Librarian, Jr. College
Librarian and School librarian.

Po3

Can do specialization post Graduate degree in M.Lib. & Inf.Sci. (M.Li.Sc.)

M.Lib. Programme Outcomes
PO1

Students after completion of M.Lib. programme become eligible for various competitive
exams i.e. SET, NET, GATE, JRF etc.

Po2

Eligible to apply for the posts of assistant librarian, college librarian at Engineering
college, Any medical college, at centre court, Jail, RBI, Parliament, Municipal council,
etc.

Po3

Can work as ‘A’ Grade Public Library Librarian, Information scientist, District Librarian,
Deputy Librarian, Govt. Hospital Librarian, Polytechnique college librarian, Blind
Library librarian, Braille Librarian, Mental hospital library librarian, Industry library
librarian. Division librarian, Assembly librarian.

Po4
Po5

Can do the job of National Library Librarian, State Level library Librarian.
Can work as PGD LAN, librarian at knowledge Resource centre.
Programme Specific Outcomes of B.Lib.

Pso1

Learn the basic principles of library and information science, Library management skills,
five principles in library classification, Library cataloguing.

Pso2

Understand library movements in India, Maharashtra Government library resolution
1967, types of library and their functions.

Pso3

Understand professional skills in library and information Science.

Pso4

Acquire knowledge regarding type information sources and services library software,
reference sources.

Pso5

Learn computer basics, software, and hardware use of computer in library administration,
Classification, Cataloguing & Circulation.
Course Outcomes of B.Lib.

Co1

Write down basic principles of library management.

Co2

Explain five principles of library classification.

Co3

Give the types and functions of library.

Co4

Describe the classification, cataloguing.

Co5

Discuss on library movements in India.

Co6

Write on software used in library.

Co7

Explain the use of computer in library administration.

Co8

Describe reference services given by library.

Co9

Write on characteristics, nature, Value and use of information.

Co10

Explain Maharashtra Government Library act 1967.
Programme Specific Outcomes of M.Lib.

Pso1

Learn library & Information centre management, Human resource management, Finance
Management, Structure and functions of library, total quality management in library.

Pso2

Understand need, scope and objectives of Information Technology, Software required in
library, Information sources and services, planning & implementation of library
automation technologies and communication technologies.

Pso3

Understand abstracting skills, repacking, formatting and consolidation, nature, concept,
types & design of information products, Types and characteristics of indexing languages,
tools of vocabulary control, trends in automatic indexing.

Pso4

Learns information retrieval models, search strategies, Evaluation of retrieval system:
projects and parameters, trends in retrieval models.

Pso5 Understand the types of research, research design, research methods, research techniques
and tools, data analysis and interpretation, Bibliometrics, Scientometrics and informatics,
research reporting, Academic librarianship skills.
Course outcomes of M.Lib.
Co1

Write down structure and function of library.

Co2

Discuss on objectives of information technology.

Co3

Describe abstracting, formatting and consolidation procedures.

Co4

Write on characteristics of indexing languages and trends in automatic indexing.

Co5

Explain information retrieval models.

Co6

Discuss on types of research methods.

Co7

Write on data analysis and interpretation.

Co8

Discuss on research reporting.

Co9

Explain Bibliometrics, Scientometries and informatics.

Co10

Write on quality management in library.

